




YOUR ESPRESSO
MACHINE 

WE DO DESIGN

--------------
Our line of Aroma coffee machines is made exclusively in Italy seeking to create
an innovative product that represents Italian excellence through craftsmanship,

technical and aesthetic terms. As experienced promoters and believers
in the pleasures of coffee and all that is a part of a coffee lover’s world,

we have come to understand that a great coffee requires
an excellent coffe making machine.

A decades-long experience in the technical field of production has given
us the possibility to define the shortcomings of most common Espresso Machines

and to find innovative solutions. Over time it is this capacity that has allowed
us to distinguish ourselves amongst the best operators in the sector

with a product that offers top quality in its price range.
The value of MADE IN ITALY and the continous

search for technological excellence is the cornerstone 
of the AROMA brand.



AROMA ,
QUALITY THAT

IS  ITALIAN MADE
--------------

Our products are protected by patent given the continuous technological 
research invested in creating a machine of quality and excellence;

this aspect of innovation has given us high public recognition
and appreciation. The entire design, testing and production

phases are strictly made in Italy. 
The mechanical groups what characterizes the entire production line, 

which also stands out for its modern design and the high quality materials.
 ------

Our machines are designed to make Your coffee break
a moment of pleasure, a moment with Aroma.



EASY
TO USE

Give yourself a moment
of real pleasure with just
a few simple steps

ECO-SUSTAINABLE

Aiming to safeguard the 
environment, our lines 
reduce to the maximum the 
use of plastic; the machine’s 
parts being mainly built in 
stainless steel, we also give 
attention to the packaging 
materials.

ENERGY
SAVING

All our products have very
low energy consumption,
in accordance with
European regulations.

USE OF HIGH
QUALITY
MATERIALS

We select and choose only
the best components
in order to provide
maximum reliability.

PATENTED
SYSTEM

Our products are
protected by a patent
given the technological 
Innovation that
characterizes them.

COMPLETELY
CUSTOMIZABLE

Our strength is in choice:  
Each customer has the 
opportunity to create his
own tailor-made product, 
choosing from our vast 
availability of customized 
solutions.

COMPACT
DIMENSIONS

Our small-sized machines 
adapt to any location and 
use: Minimum space for
a big coffee taste.

INNOVATIVE
DESIGN

Our uniqueness is highly 
recognizable due to the 
simplicity and elegance 
of our machines. We 
apply design features to 
functionality that make 
our product competitive 
in today’s market of high 
attention  to aesthetics..

MINIMUM
NOISE

Our machines are
amongst the most silent, 
due to the high attention 
given to the smallest details 
during the production.

WIDE RANGE
OF COLORS

Aroma products are made
in different materials and 
colors in order to offer 
versatile and creative range 
of choices to our customers.

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE

We follow not only the 
production but also post-
sales, offering our customers 
our technical assistance and 
customer care services.

HAND
MADE

Craftsmanship at its best: no 
matter what our volume of 
production may be, the 
creation of our Aroma 
machine remains an artisanal 
endeavor, an extra attention 
that can give you a unique 
and special product. 

Aroma’s components and
all the production phases

are strictly created and
performed in Italy.



THEY
CHOSE US

ESPRESSO

CafféCarditello
OUR COMMITMENT

FOR SOCIAL
In the agricultural areas of Caserta, 

in a few kilometers from the Royal Palace of Caserta stands
the Royal Palace of Carditello, the hunting lodge of King Ferdinand of Bourbon. 

AROMA has been the official sponsor of the site since 2019
and participates in events and supports countless initiatives

at the cultural site.



OUR PATENTED GROUPS
REPRESENT THE EXCELLENCE
OF THE ENTIRE AROMA LINE
A RESULT OF PASSIONATE
DEDICATION AND YEARS
OF RESEARCH.

SMART GROUP 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ALUMINUM HEATING LOCK
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WATER PATH WITHOUT TORPEDO PINS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
THERMOSTAT INTERVENTION 93 °
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SAFETY THERMOSTAT 145°
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
POWER 400 W
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PATENTED ENERGY CONSUMPTION SAVING SYSTEM
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The smart group is born from the demand
of the market to have a product capable
of cutting costs and streamlining maintenance
operations. The SMART group does not
require the use of torpedo pins, that often
make for a less effective decalcification operation.
Now it is simpler to dismount it into three
complementary parts, so as to allow easy access
to the entire heating unit.

STANDARD GROUP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ALUMINUM / BRASS HEATING LOCK
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DOUBLE TORPEDOES IN BRASS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BRASS POD PRESS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
THERMOSTAT INTERVENTION 93 °
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SAFETY THERMOSTAT 145 °
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
POWER 400 W
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MANUAL CLOSURE ADJUSTMENT
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PATENTED ENERGY CONSUMPTION SAVING SYSTEM
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The brass group version has
been applied to our HORECAROMA line.
Due to a careful choice of shapes and
materials this coffe maker can boast
a particularly creamy delivery and has
excellent temperature stability.

Answering the market’s demand
for a product capable of cutting costs
and streamlining maintenance
operations, we have created
“the smart group”.

The STANDARD Aroma group constitutes
the flagship of the entire production.
A feature molded by years of testing
and perfected over time, this group
is assembled on the Gold line of Aroma
production.

ALUMINUM
GROUP

BRASS
GROUP

ALUMINUM
GROUP



THE AROMA LINES
--------------

The study of efficient mechanics paired with extreme attention
to design. The lines of the machines are new and recognizable,

alternating essential and minimal lines with unusual touches.
Even the choice of materials is specific to making a distinct style

giving each machine its individual mark.
Each customer can identify and choose the machine that represents

something personal in at least one of our lines, turning it into
a support for his business.





With a completely new and elegant design,
The Kicco is ready to furbish your homes.
The perfect extraction is combined with
a unique and elegant design.
With customizable frames that are
available in various colors and materials,
The Kicco represents a true icon of style.

------------------------------------------
STANDARD GROUP
------------------------------------------
HEIGHT: 35 cm
------------------------------------------
WIDTH: 18 cm
------------------------------------------
DEPTH: 35 cm
------------------------------------------
WEIGHT: 4.4 kg
------------------------------------------
CAPACITY: 1000 ml
------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------
COLOURS AVAILABLE:

BLACK
WHITE
ORANGE





Inspired by the elegance and delicacy of
wild flowers the Flower Collection plays with a 
refined white pallet that gets embellished with
the colors of petals; a poetic interpretation
dedicated to those who like surrounding 
themselves with exclusive and special objects.



YELLOW  |  PINK FRUITS  |  FLOWERS



industrial

Indus WOOD
AND STEEL
Industrial Style lovers just

cannot resist our Industrial Line,
with real wood panels elaborated 

and polished by hand,
adorned with sinuous lines

in steel with visible bolts.
Because Aroma is not just 
a coffee making machine 

but is an embellishment
for your environment.

----------------
ACERO

----------------
CILIEGIO

----------------
MOGANO
----------------





------------------------------------------
COLOURS AVAILABLE:

BLACK
RED
WHITE
MILITARY GREEN
TAUPE

Compact and with low energy 
consumption, the X Aroma re-proposes 
a unique extraction that is the hallmark
of our Aroma brand.
The entirely stainless steel bodywork 
gives solidity to the whole structure.

The back can be separated from the 
machine body, making the internal
mechanics easily accessible for direct 
repairs. All this at the lowest price ever, 
for a machine that remains totally
made in Italy.

------------------------------------------
GRUPPO SMART 
------------------------------------------
HEIGHT: 25 cm
------------------------------------------
WIDTH: 15 cm
------------------------------------------
DEPTH: 24 cm
------------------------------------------
WEIGHT: 4 kg
------------------------------------------
CAPACITY: 700 ml
------------------------------------------
GLASS TANK
------------------------------------------





------------------------------------------
COLOURS AVAILABLE

BLACK
RED
WHITE
MILITARY GREEN
TAUPE
CYCLAMEN
BLUE
GREY

The Aroma Plus is the smallest one in 
the house. With a hight of only 23 cm, 
it guarantees all the strength of steel 
and has an excellent extraction due to 
its delivery group.

Available in various colors,
the Plus is a real space-saving
machine in Italian kitchens.
Even easier to dismantle, it has
a linear and elegant design.

------------------------------------------
STANDARD GROUP
------------------------------------------
HEIGHT: 23 cm
------------------------------------------
WIDTH: 15 cm
------------------------------------------
DEPTH: 24 cm
------------------------------------------
WEIGHT: 5 kg
------------------------------------------
CAPACITY: 700 ml
------------------------------------------
GLASS TANK
------------------------------------------



In its most elegant version,
PLUS dresses in steel.
The polished and satin
finishes make this model
a real collector’s item.





PLUS evolution is GOLD.
Its gold finish contrasts bold
colors for a touch of glamour.

IVORY | BLACK | TAUPE



Plus continues its evolution,
exclusive lava red details combined 
o the special 98° thermostat
 for a coffee INFERNALE.

DI  TANTE FIAMME
TUTTA

RISPLENDEA...
Inferno - Canto XXVI





Aroma dedicates a line of its 
own to women who hold a great 
strength hidden behind
their graceful ways.

The PINK PLUS, under the
delicate shades of white
and pink, has the strong
and robust heart of our
Plus line





With the vintage design of Aroma Age,
Aroma MIA holds a Naked coffee distributor,

for a bar-like espresso at your home.

------------------------------------------
SMART GROUP
------------------------------------------
HEIGHT: 27.5 cm
------------------------------------------
WIDTH: 16 cm
------------------------------------------
DEPTH: 29 cm
------------------------------------------
WEIGHT: 4 kg
------------------------------------------
CAPACITY: 700 ml 
------------------------------------------
GLASS TANK
------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------
COLOURS AVAILABLE

BLACK
RED
WHITE
MILITARY GREEN



------------------------------------------
SMART GROUP
------------------------------------------
HEIGHT: 27.5 cm
------------------------------------------
WIDTH: 12,5 cm
------------------------------------------
DEPTH: 22 cm
------------------------------------------
WEIGHT: 4 kg
------------------------------------------
CAPACITY: 700 ml 
------------------------------------------
GLASS TANK
------------------------------------------
COLOURS AVAILABLE

BLACK
TURQUOISE BLUE
WHITE 
YELLOW
MINT GREEN
CORAL



Complete your breakfast with a perfect cappuccino. 
You can whip the milk to foam, both hot and cold, and 
combine it with the creamy coffee prepared with your 
Aroma machine. Our milk frother is small in size and has 
a removable jug for easy cleaning even in the dishwa-
sher. Choose between the colors white cloud and black 
blackboard and match it to your Aroma machine.

------------------------------------------
RATED VOLTAGE:
220-240V ~ 50/60HZ 
------------------------------------------
RATED CURRENT: 2.6
------------------------------------------
RATED IMPUT POWER: 600W
------------------------------------------
HEIGHT: 19,5 CM
------------------------------------------
WIDTH: 11,8 CM
------------------------------------------
DEPTH: 11,8 CM
------------------------------------------
WEIGHT: 0,95KG
------------------------------------------
FILLING CAPACITY: 250ML
------------------------------------------
COLOURS AVAILABLE

BLACK
WHITE

MILKFROTHER
AROMA



Professional eco-friendly
descaler for coffee machines 
based on non-aggressive
organic acids.

The Synergic action
of the citric acid combined 
with the malic acid, natural 
compound present in plants 
and animals, make it possible 
the elimination of limestone 
deposited in the coffee 
machine without the use 
of aggressive acids that are 
dangerous to environment 
and living beings.



Our customers report back that
collaborating with AROMA saved them 24%
of their budget due to fewer interventions
on the machines sold/free-on-loan in
comparison to the past experiences with
other brands. They claim that the greater
reliability of the product and the better
performance in the delivery phase has led to
an increase of the number of customers in
the last year by 19%. The fast delivery of spare
parts, often within 24 hours from the time of
order, reduced by 70% the intervention time
on a machine requiring maintenance, all that
significantly increasing customer
satisfaction.

The commercial consulting service, always
at the customer’s disposal, has allowed some
of our customers at the beginning of their
activity to find tailor-made solutions, both in
terms of products and economic investment,
reducing by 47% the unused and spent
resources; Many customers have chosen
and preferred us for our interactive assistance
service on repairs, which offers advice in real
time.

ABOUT US



------
an active part
of your experience 
with Aroma

Martina
Our Project Manager, she follows
all of your customization requests.

Nicola
Our Warehouse Manager, defines
the logistics of our business and 
coordinates all production lines.

Raffaele
The Horace Production Manager, he 
is our reference technician.

Gianni
The Export Manager, defines 
commercial actions and policies 
for working with the foreign 
markets.

Crescenzo
The Warehouse Assistant Manager,
he follows your orders in production and 
takes care of logistic actions.

Antonino
Our Production Manager and
the Quality Supervisor of the 
production line

Nicola
Our Sales Office Representative,
he is the reference point for sales and 
shipping and will assist you 
throughout all of your Aroma 
experience.

Giuseppe
The Aroma company Founder and Developer 
of innovative solutions.
He is the owner of all Aroma Patents and the 
main point of refrence in the company.

Caterina
Aroma’s CEO, she coordinates 
all the Aroma departments
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Marika
Our Customer Care Manager, she follows 
your Aroma experience after the sale and 
is a reference for assistance and repair.



via Ischia, 33/35
San Marcellino
81030 (Ce)  

+ 39 081 19184834
+ 39 3297765724
p.iva 04291430611
info@macchinearoma.com

www.macchinearoma.com

Camar srls 
via Matteotti 107
Frignano  - 81030 (Ce)

HEAD OFFICE

ESPRESSO COFFEE MACHINES


